
Demountable Architectural Walls

Project Profile:
CARS Protec�on Plus offers comprehensive service contracts with a wide range of coverage to meet 
the specific needs of customer’s vehicles and budgets. If someone experiences a mechanical issue 
with their vehicle, CARS will arrange for prompt, hassle-free, payment on authorized repairs directly 
to their repair facility. CARS Protec�on Plus was founded in September 1998 with just 6 employees 
and has since grown into a company with a workforce of over 100 people. They have serviced over 
17,000 dealers and are insured, as well as licensed in all 50 states. CARS has paid mechanical claims 
in all the con�nental United States and are commi�ed to expand and improve their services.

– Rick Tudor, VP of Opera�ons of CARS Protec�on Plus

"We were trying to retain the open concept look of our new space while 
providing executives, managers, and supervisors their necessary privacy. 
Mission accomplished."
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Challenge:
CARS Protec�on Plus was experiencing a growth spurt and 
needed new office space. They found the right building but 
wanted to redesign the interior to fit their staffing require-
ments. They wanted to connect with the great outdoors by 
taking advantage of the many windows that lined the walls. 
The use of day light harves�ng would allow for more natural 
light to flow throughout the office space which was most 
desirable. They ini�ally had leaned towards the open office 
concept but were aware they needed to provide their 
employees with more personal space, so private offices were 
added to the design. CARS Protec�on Plus also wanted their 
offices to have doors that locked to ensure sensi�ve informa-
�on remained secure. Cost was a considera�on and best 
value for money was important. Finally, when designing their 
new offices, CARS management wanted an office configura-
�on that was both func�onal and prac�cal but also one that 
was aesthe�cally pleasing.
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Solution:
NxtWall’s View Series was the perfect choice. The clean and sophis�cated demountable wall 
capabili�es of NxtWall’s View Series integrated perfectly with the building’s many windows. Glass 
office fronts were installed to achieve the refined minimalism and visual impact which allowed natural 
light to flood the interior of the office space. Sliding glass doors with locking 48” bar pulls were used 
to ensure security. CARS was able to add 3M film to the clear tempered glass to provide a bit of 
privacy. By using NxtWall’s View Series demountable walls, CARS management team was able to 
achieve a perfect work environment that fit their needs. NxtWall’s View Series offered a quality 
product at an affordable price which was an added bonus. 

Project Info:
Client: CARS Protec�on Plus
Dealer: Workspace Solu�ons, PA    
Photographer: Melissa Rudzki
NxtWall Products: View Series
Architect: Design 3 Architecture

NxtWall Product Descrip�on:
NxtWall View Series in MS Silver, 3/8” Clear Tempered Glass, 3M Film, Solid 
Core Wood Veneer Doors in Blond Echo finish, Double Glass Doors 3/8” Clear 
Tempered. Door Hardware: So� Brake Open & Close, 48” Locking Bar Pulls. 
Spaces Configured: Private Offices, Kitchen, Conference Room, Recep�on Area, 
Huddle Room.
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